
CALL FLOW

A call flow is a road map to how calls will be handled from the moment they enter the phone system to the end of the
call. Call flows can be used to handle even the most complex call scenarios and enable great customer care. Common
Questions about IP Phone Systems, PBX and VoIP.

The PN code modulates the pilot channel, the first channel a mobile device will acquire when it detects a
CDMA network. If you are happy with your first level description of the call flow this means having a broad,
general idea what should be happening to the call , you have successfully completed the first part of this
tutorial and you can go on to the next part. We have found that it might even be beneficial to literally draw it
out so that you have a firm plan before starting any configuration process. But we pick up the very valuable
and easy points for efficient learning. Information elements IE - Specify further information which is
associated to the actual message. Or just try to think back of positive and negative experiences you had when
calling customer support. And it help you troubleshoot some basic issues. And what if the first two numbers in
the hunt group are unable to answer? Message Direction There is a way to identify the message direction by
the arrow bracket symbol. In a circuit-switched core network, the mobile switching center MSC uses cellular
radio-telecommunications intersystem operations formerly known as IS to send the call to the home location
register and the authentication center. Here is procedure how we find a specific call for troubleshooting. It is
pretty straight forward, huh? When the MSC receives this message it alerts the base station, which in turn
alerts the mobile phone of the caller to generate a ringing sound in the earpiece. We also have a number of
common setups, or "user cases" as we like to call it. What about the first three numbers in the hunt group not
answering? They call your number and listen to the auto attendant message and each of the options before
selecting 6 for customer service. How to Find the correct message type in the log? You still don't know how to
get started? She can choose between "1 - General reservation requests", "2 - Changing her booking" or "3 -
Support with her user account" selecting a call reason is done with an IVR, Interactive voice response. Here
we don't introduce how the PRI line is. Have more questions? This means that many users can share the same
frequency at the same time. Copy the call reference. Here they are: Read more.


